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1. Listening as an Innu-French
Contact Zone in the Jesuit
Relations
Olivia Bloechl

In his field report of 1636, the French missionary Paul Le Jeune described
an Innu (Montagnais) shaking tent ceremony that went differently
than expected. According to Le Jeune, an unnamed female kakushapatak
(ritual specialist, or shaman) led the ceremony after a male shaman
failed to call the powerful beings who were supposed to enter the tent.
Her singing worked, but the being she consulted — a powerful manitou,
according to Le Jeune — ended up saying more than the priest wanted
to hear.1 After predicting the death of a sick man and revealing an
imminent Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) raid, the Manitou warned that the
cannibal giant Atshen would devour the band if they went through with
a plan to relocate to a mission settlement near the new French fort at
‘Trois-Rivières’.2 Nor would they find shelter from the Haudenosaunee
there, as the Manitou boasted he would ‘cut the throats of the French
themselves’.3
1	‘She began to shake her habitation so well and sing and cry so loudly that she made
the devil come, who said more than was wanted’. Paul Le Jeune, Relation de ce qui
s’est passé en la Nouvelle France en l’année 1636…. (Paris: Sebastian Cremoisy, 1637),
pp. 130–131, https://www.canadiana.ca/view/oocihm.94031/3?r=0&s=1. All
translations from French to English are my own unless otherwise indicated.
2	
On Atshen/Achan legends, see Georg Henriksen, ed., I Dreamed the Animals:
Kaniuekutat: The Life of an Innu Hunter (New York: Bergahn Books, 2009); and John
Peastitute, Achan: Naskapi Giant Stories, rev. ed. (Quebec: Naskapi Development
Corporation, 2016).
3	Le Jeune, Relation de…1636, p. 130.
© Olivia Bloechl, CC BY 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0226.01
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Le Jeune’s account illustrates the high stakes of the sonic interactions
that the Jesuits chronicled in Nitassinan (‘the land’, in Innu-Aimun).4
Shaking tents were ceremonial zones of contact between Innu bands and
powerful other-than-human persons5 (animal elders, Mishtapeuat, or
mythical beings), with the kakushapatak acting as a go-between whose
singing and drumming could draw them into human experience.6 In
this shaking tent, the tent itself was also a site of multiple conflicts:
pitting Atshen against the band, Innu traditionalists against those
favoring settlement, and the shaman against the priests.7 These struggles
were political, to be sure, as the band’s members weighed protection
from Haudenosaunee raids against French efforts to sedentarize them
and control their lands.8 But they registered most immediately as a
clash between Innu and French participants’ sensorial experience and
understanding of the shaking tent, a clash between two very different
modes of ‘world-hearing’.9
In their 2005 edited volume Bodies in Contact, Tony Ballantyne and
Antoinette Burton claim that ‘the body is in many ways the most intimate
colony, as well as the most unruly’. Their argument for approaching
4	See ‘Territory: Nitassian’, Nametau Innu, 2010, http://www.nametauinnu.ca/en/
culture/territory
5	Kenneth M. Morrison, ‘The Cosmos as Intersubjective: Native American Otherthan-Human Persons’, in Indigenous Religions: A Companion, ed. Graham Harvey
(New York: Bloomsbury, 2000), pp. 23–36.
6	
The anthropological literature on shaking tent ceremonies is large, but see
especially Regina Flannery, ‘The Shaking-Tent Rite among the Montagnais of James
Bay’, Primitive Man, 12.1 (1939), 11–16; Sylvie Vincent, ‘Structure du rituel: La Tente
tremblante et le concept de mistapew’, Recherches amérindiennes au Québec, 3.1–2
(1973), 69–83; and Adrian Tanner, Bringing Home Animals: Religious Ideology and
Mode of Production of the Mistassini Cree Hunters (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1979).
Lynn Whidden discusses shaking tent ceremonial song and sound as remembered
in neighboring Cree communities, in Essential Song: Three Decades of Northern Cree
Music (Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 2007), pp. 25–30.
7	Indeed, the kakushapatak herself fiercely opposed the priests and their settlement
plans. As Le Jeune noted, ‘O wicked woman! as she was used to running here and
there, she was afraid of being kept in a town, and as a result she wanted to terrify
and, in effect, did terrify her Nation, who no longer thought of anything but war’.
He continued, ‘When Father Buteux reprimanded her for her malice, she took a
knife and threatened to kill him’. Le Jeune, Relation de…1636, p. 131.
8	Alain Beaulieu, ‘“L’on n’a point d’ennemis plus grands que ces sauvages”: L’alliance
franco-innue revisitée (1603–1653)’, Revue d’histoire de l’Amérique française, 61.3–4
(2008), 365–395.
9	Beverley Diamond, M. Sam Cronk, and Franziska von Rosen, Visions of Sound:
Musical Instruments of First Nations Communities (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1994), p. 74.
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‘bodies as contact zones’ is helpful for understanding missionary
interactions with First Nations like this one, as it acknowledges the
centrality of somatic life to past colonial projects and to the people
they targeted. ‘The body’, they write, ‘has, arguably, been crucial to
the experience’ of colonial cultural interactions, and holds a distinctive
‘capacity as an archive for the pleasures of human experience and
the violences of history’. Approaching past embodied experience
relationally, as a zone of colonial ‘engagement’, also holds promise, they
argue, as a way of making women and gender more visible in global
history, because of ‘the extent to which women’s bodies (and, to a lesser
degree, men’s) have been a subject of concern, scrutiny, anxiety, and
surveillance in a variety of times and places across the world’.10 As their
own case studies demonstrate, body praxes and their poetics have often
furnished a basis for refusing coloniality, including colonial racism and
misogyny.11
Focusing on singing, instrument-playing, or listening ‘bodies in
contact’ in Nitassinan directs our attention to the larger stakes of the
sonic micro-interactions chronicled in the Jesuit Relations (1632–1673)

10	
Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton, ‘Postscript: Bodies, Genders, Empires:
Reimagining World Histories’, in Bodies in Contact: Rethinking Colonial Encounters
in World History, ed. by Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton (Durham,
NC: Duke University Press, 2005), pp. 405–423 (at 406, 407), https://doi.
org/10.1215/9780822386452-023; Ballantyne and Burton, ‘Introduction: Bodies,
Empires, and World Histories’, in Bodies in Contact, pp. 1–15 (at 4), https://doi.
org/10.1215/9780822386452-001
11	On ‘refusal’ as decolonial practice, see Audra Simpson, Mohawk Interruptus: Political
Life Across the Borders of Settler States (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2014),
https://doi.org/10.1215/9780822376781; and Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, As
We Have Always Done: Indigenous Freedom Through Radical Resistance (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2017), https://doi.org/10.5749/j.ctt1pwt77c.
For ‘coloniality’ as a racialized and gendered formation, see Anibal Quijano,
‘Coloniality of Power, Eurocentrism and Latin America’, Nepantla: Views from South,
1.3 (2000), 533–581; Walter D. Mignolo, ‘Introduction. On Gnosis and the Imaginary
of the Modern/Colonial World System’, in Local Histories/Global Designs: Coloniality,
Subaltern Knowledges, and Border Thinking (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2012), pp. 1–46, https://doi.org/10.1515/9781400845064-003; Sylvia Wynter,
‘Unsettling the Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/Freedom: Towards the Human,
After Man, Its Overrepresentation — An Argument’, CR: The New Centennial Review
3.3 (2003), 257–337, https://doi.org/10.1353/ncr.2004.0015; and Breny Mendoza,
‘Coloniality of Gender and Power: From Postcoloniality to Decoloniality’, in The
Oxford Handbook of Feminist Theory, ed. by Lisa Disch and Mary Hawkesworth
(Oxford: Oxford University Press 2016), pp. 100–121, https://doi.org/10.1093/
oxfordhb/9780199328581.013.6
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and related archives. Although these sources have been important for
Canadian and mission historians, the sonic interactions they detail have
infrequently counted as part of the larger processes of colonial integration
that reshaped northeastern Indigenous societies and landscapes in the
seventeenth century. As importantly, these sources transmit histories of
Innu, Algonkin, Abenaki, Wendat, Anishnaabe, and Haudenosaunee
peoples ‘in contact’ with each other and with local other-than-human
kin (like animal elders), including through song, dance, and listening.
These trans-Indigenous and even trans-species layers of sonic interaction
are less fully treated in the missionaries’ reports, because of the priests’
own limitations; yet they are crucial to understanding events as they
unfolded on the ground, in ways that center Indigenous bodies of
knowledge and practice.
The specific case I consider is the sonic interaction among sub-Arctic
Innu and other Algonkin bands and French Jesuit missionaries in the
1630s and 1640s — decades of real upheaval for Aboriginal people in
Nitassinan. In the Relations that were issued during these years, singing
and listening emerge as matters of concern for all sides in mission
interactions, so much so that ‘listening to listening’ (reporting on others’
listening) is a recurring trope of the scenes that the missionaries described
for readers.12 Sometimes their ‘listening to listening’ narratives focus
on people using music writing technologies, in Aboriginal, European,
and hybrid forms. As the annual Relations chronicled the missions
across decades, we also get a sense of how listening practices changed
over time, as Algonkian groups and French missionaries and settlers
interacted more intensively and became more socially interconnected.
My discussion will center on Innu-Jesuit interactions and the
acoustemologies that shaped them. The Jesuits’ documentation of song,
sound, and its auralities offers a perspective on the close, improvisatory
engagement of Innu and French people in the Nitassinan missions.
Focusing on this early moment of missionization is also useful for a
global music historiography with decolonial aims, as the mission reports
from these years show sovereign Aboriginal communities confronting
the aspirations and consequences of French and English colonial projects
that were still in their nascence. In hindsight, this was a transitional
12	This refers to Peter Szendy’s discussion of ‘listening to listening’, in Listen: A History
of Our Ears (New York: Fordham University Press, 2008), pp. 99–128.
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moment in the relationship between Innu and French communities,
when Innu bands were deliberating how to respond to the changes they
witnessed, while French missionaries and officials were trying, with
mixed success, to exert control over them, their animal relations, and
their lands.13
This is why I approach the Innu hearing-based knowledge described
in the Relations as a sovereign acoustemology. Labeling Innu bands’
acoustemologies ‘sovereign’ acknowledges the unconquered, placespecific sensoriums and intelligences that Innu people brought to their
interactions with foreign missionaries. In addition, ‘sovereignty’ is a way
of naming how Innu actors in the Relations legitimized certain ways of
listening and relating sonically while refusing others, as well as refusing
colonial ways of knowing that were tied to dispossession.
This sense of an Innu ‘refusal’ of colonial body logics is indebted
to the theorizing of Indigenous/First Nations/Métis scholars David
Garneau (Métis), Audra Simpson (Mohawk), Leanne Simpson
(Anishinaabeg) and, in music studies, Dylan Robinson (Stó:lō).14 As a
settler musicologist specializing in France and the Francophone Atlantic,
I am most familiar with missionary acoustemologies and have relied on
ethnohistorical and ethnomusicological research for contextualizing the
Innu sonic practices and philosophies that the Relations describe. Beyond
this empirical research, contemporary Indigenous critical thought has
been essential for the more culturally attuned, non-colonial perspective
it offers on Indigenous/European sonic interactions: in particular, the
acoustemological sovereignty, grounded in Innu norms and protocols,
with which Innu actors seem to have countered French missionaries’
‘hungry’ listening.15 I will say more about the concept of refusal in the
13	Kenneth M. Morrison, The Solidarity of Kin: Ethnohistory, Religious Studies, and the
Algonkian-French Religious Encounter (Albany: SUNY Press, 2002), p. 145.
14	
Audra Simpson, ‘On Ethnographic Refusal: Indigeneity, “Voice” and Colonial
Citizenship’, Junctures, 9 (2007), 67–80; Audra Simpson, Mohawk Interruptus, pp. 102–
105; Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, As We Have Always Done; and Dylan Robinson,
Hungry Listening: Resonant Theory for Indigenous Sound Studies (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2020), https://doi.org/10.5749/j.ctvzpv6bb. I am
grateful to Robinson for the opportunity to participate in a research workshop he
co-organized (with Patrick Nickleson and Jeremy Strachen) at Queen’s University
(‘Intersectional Approaches to Settler Colonialism and Music’, 3–6 May 2018) that
introduced me to this current of Indigenous theory.
15	This refers to the discussion of ‘epistemological sovereignty’ in Robinson, Hungry
Listening, p. 21.
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conclusion, but for now will turn to what can be recovered of Innu and
French Jesuit sonic knowledges from scenes of listening in the early
mission reports.

Fig. 1.1 Pierre-Michel Laure, Carte du domaine du Roy en Canada / dressée par le P.
Laure, missionnaire jésuite, 1731, augmentée… et corrigée… en attendant un
exemplaire complet l’automne 1732 (1732). Courtesy of the Bibliothèque
Nationale de France, Public Domain, http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/
btv1b84467273/f1.item

Innu Acoustemologies
By the 1630s, European projects of missionization, trade, and settlement
had begun to transform the traditional Innu lands between Piyêkwâkami
(Lac St-Jean) and the great river that the French called the SaintLaurent, in present-day Québec (see Fig. 1.1).16 With the return of the
French to the outpost of ‘Kébec’ in 1633 (after the brief English takeover
in 1629), Innu communities began to experience disruptive changes in
trade patterns, food resources, relations with the Haudenosaunee, and
in the local microbiome, as epidemics of European diseases devastated
their communities. The 1630s and 1640s also saw the establishment of
mission settlements at Kâ Mihkwâwahkâsic (Sillery, from 1637) and
near Trois-Rivières (‘La Conception’, from 1641).17 These réductions, as
16	My use of historical Innu toponyms follows the ethnolinguistic research of John
E. Bishop and Kevin Brousseau, in ‘The End of the Jesuit Lexicographic Tradition
in Nêhirawêwin: Jean-Baptiste de la Brosse and His Compilation of the Radicum
Montanarum Silva (1766–1772)’, Historiographia Linguistica, 38.3 (2011), 293–324,
https://doi.org/10.1075/hl.38.3.02bis
17	Jean-François Lozier, Flesh Reborn: The Saint Lawrence Valley Mission Settlements
through the Seventeenth Century (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2018),
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Le Jeune came to call them, were in many respects modeled on native
Christian settlements that the Jesuits had established in Japan and
Paraguay.18 Le Jeune, then the superior of the Canadian mission, meant
for these settlements to serve the Jesuits’ efforts to convert migratory
groups by inducing them to adopt a sedentary lifestyle and abandon
their traditional ceremonies and performance. However, Innu people
exercised considerable agency in deciding whether and how they would
live there, and the winter season saw most able ‘residents’ return to a
hunting-based lifestyle in the backcountry.19
We do not have direct, seventeenth-century Innu accounts of their
own ways of listening and knowing, although mission documents do
transmit conversations, speeches, and songs by historical Innu people.
In lieu of that, one possibility is to consult Innu oral historical accounts
of analogous practices in the twentieth century (with the understanding
that these reflect modern experiences). As an example, take Mary
Madeline Nuna’s reflection on listening to shaking tents of the 1930s,
outside the Innu reserve of Sheshatshu:
It’s like the way someone speaks to you. That’s the way it sounded from
the shaking tent. It was very good fun. It is a great time and, when stories
are being told, it’s like listening to a radio. When spirits speak from inside
the tent, they might guide us where to hunt for the animals. […] You
could talk to the spirits, the ones who you heard from inside there. Like,
for example, the one who is called Mishtapeu — the One Who Owns the
Animals. This spirit is heard through the shaking tent. And when the
Mishtapeut (more than one spirit) sing, it is really good to listen to them,
to the songs of the shaman. The Mishtapeut are really loud singers.20
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv7r40fx
18	Le Jeune mentioned the Paraguayan reducciónes as a model in the Relation of 1637,
and he clearly knew of the Japanese mission villages, thanks to the widespread
print dissemination of Iberian Jesuits’ correspondence on Japan. See Takao Abé,
The Jesuit Mission to New France: A New Interpretation in the Light of the Earlier Jesuit
Experience in Japan (Leiden: Brill, 2011), pp. 2–6, 130–146.
19	Morrison, Solidarity of Kin, pp. 131–172. Muriel Clair also points to the development
of an apostolate among the settlements’ part-time residents, who adapted elements
of mission teachings into their existing spiritual knowledges and kinship networks,
both of which were closely tied to the landscape. Muriel Clair, ‘“Seeing These Good
Souls Adore God in the Midst of the Woods”: The Christianization of Algonquian
Nomads in the Jesuit Relations of the 1640s’, Journal of Jesuit Studies, 1.2 (2014),
281–300, https://doi.org/10.1163/22141332-00102008
20	Mary Madeline Nuna, ‘Shaking Tents and Anik-napeu, The Toadman’, in It’s Like the
Legend: Innu Women’s Voices, ed. by Nympha Byrne and Camille Fouillard (Toronto:
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Nuna compared the shaking tent with another technology for
transmitting sound, a ‘radio’, and pointed out what ‘a great time’ it was,
hearing the spirits’ stories. The analogy of listening to a radio clearly
stems from a modern Innu experience of transmitted sound, but it also
recalls much earlier characterizations of the shaking tent as a means of
long-distance communication, information transfer, and entertainment.
I also appreciate Nuna’s observation that ‘the Mishtapeut are really
loud singers’ for its humor and physical immediacy, which centers her
enjoyment in listening.
Le Jeune’s description of a shaking tent he attended in November,
1633, recalled that the shaman, ‘having entered […] shook this tabernacle
gently at first, then, rousing himself little by little, he started to whistle
dully and as if from a distance, then to speak as if in a bottle[…]’.21 He
also recorded various band members’ opinions on how the shaking tent
transmitted voices. Some thought that the shaman was far away, while
others thought his body was on the ground inside the tent while his soul
was up above, where it called the animal elders. During this part of the
ceremony, the shaman started
to cry like a screech owl of this region, which seems to me to have a
louder voice than those of France, then to howl, sing, varying the tone
at every stroke, finishing with these syllables, ho ho, hi hi gui gui nioué,
and other similar ones, counterfeiting his voice, so that it seemed to me
like hearing these marionettes that some showmen display in France.
He spoke sometimes Montagnais, sometimes Algonkian, but always
preserving the Algonkian accent, which is lively like Provençal.

The kin-group led by the hunter Mestigoït, who hosted Le Jeune, was
traveling in their hunting grounds south of the St. Lawrence River, and
the shaman seems to have called the regional owl master, along with
other animal elders. The priest also noted how loud the owl master’s
voice was, as Nuna remarked of the Sheshatshu Mishtapeut. Unlike
Nuna’s analogy of radio transmission, though, Le Jeune thought the
shaman ventriloquized the animal elders’ voices, rejecting his hosts’
explanations and attributing the voices to a willed, human source.

Gynergy Books, 2000), pp. 37–40 (at 38).
21	The following quotations are cited from Paul Le Jeune, Relation de ce qui s’est passé
en la Nouvelle France, en l’année 1634 (Paris: Sebastien Cramoisy, 1635), pp. 48–54,
https://www.canadiana.ca/view/oocihm.18834/3?r=0&s=1
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Witnessing each animal elder’s arrival was important for the
ceremony’s success, and a ceremonial listening protocol guided
participants’ interactions with them. Each time the voice from within
the tent changed, participants ritually urged each other, ‘moa, moa’,
which Le Jeune translated as ‘écoute, écoute’ [listen, listen]; then they
collectively called on the animal master to enter. Once the first one had
arrived, the assembly responded excitedly and asked the master to call
his companions:
Now to return to our consultation, the Savages, having heard certain
voices counterfeited by the charlatan, gave a cry of joy, saying that one
of these Genies had entered: then, addressing themselves to him, cried,
Tepouachi, tepouachi, call, call; which is to say, [call] your companions; at
this, the jongleur called them, pretending to be a Genie [and] changing
his tone and voice: meanwhile our sorcerer, who was present, took his
drum, and the others responded, singing with the jongleur who was in
the tabernacle.

Members of Mestigoït’s band knew to listen to the voices in the tent
with discernment, to welcome the first animal elder when he arrived, to
respond supportively with singing and dancing, and to listen attentively
to the news that they brought.
Beyond the specific protocol recorded in this account, careful
reading of other reports suggests more general characteristics of Innu
acoustemologies. One of these is the cultivation of mediated listening
practices, using materials like sticks, bark, or prepared skins that had
long been used for record-keeping across the northeast. Some of these
mediated listening practices, like the shaking tent protocol, clearly
predated the missionaries’ arrival, while others developed in the middle
decades of the seventeenth century as adaptations of existing Innu
media to Catholic usage.
An example of traditional mediated listening is the use of song
record sticks, a form of graphic notation that helped ‘guide singers
during the performance of long, complex ceremonies’.22 Le Jeune
22	Victoria Lindsay Levine, ed., Writing American Indian Music: Historic Transcriptions,
Notations, and Arrangements (Middleton, WI: A-R Editions, 2002), p. xxvii. The stick
she discusses was documented in Paul Collaer, Music of the Americas: An Illustrated
Music Ethnology of the Eskimo and American Indian Peoples (New York: Praeger
Publishers, 1973), p. 103. Levine notes that Cayuga singers also used ‘a roll call stick
or cane as a memory aid in performing the Condolence Council ritual’ (p. xxvii).
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noticed Mestigoït’s band using a song record stick in a 1633 condolence
ceremony that the manitousiou (lead shaman) Carigonan held in the
lodge where the missionary was staying:
The 24th of November, the Sorcerer [le Sorcier, or manitousiou] assembled
the Savages, and entrenched himself with some robes and blankets in
part of the Cabin; so that neither he nor his companions could be seen:
there was a woman with them who marked on a triangular stick [un
baston triangulaire], half a spear’s length, all the songs that they sang.23

A ‘hungry’ observer, Le Jeune listened closely to the listening of the
ceremony’s participants, including that of the unnamed Innu woman
who kept the song record.24 Despite his keen appetite for Innu knowledge,
he didn’t learn much beyond the name of the ceremony (ouechibouan,
according to Carigonan’s youngest brother, Pastedechouan):
I asked a woman to tell me what they were doing in this enclosure, she
responded that they were praying, but I believe that she gave me this
response because, when I prayed, and they asked me what I was doing,
I said to them, Nataïamihiau missi Khichitât, I am praying to him who
made everything: and thus when they sang, when they howled, beating
their drums and their sticks, they said to me that they were making their
prayers, without being able to explain to me to whom they addressed
them.25

The Jesuit’s hosts deflected his questioning about ceremonial practices,
and their purpose, that were clearly secret, or at least not for him to
know. Tellingly, the woman whom he consulted seems to have translated
what
was
going
on
into
terms
the
priest
could
understand — prayer — while declining to satisfy his curiosity, whether
from language difficulties (due to Le Jeune’s level of comprehension) or
as an act of refusal.
The song record stick that Le Jeune described resembles a later
Osage stick that Victoria Lindsay Levine included in her anthology,
Writing American Indian Music. As with the Osage stick, the Innu one
23	Le Jeune, Relation…1634, p. 82.
24	Le Jeune’s avid observation of song, instrumental performance, and dance in Innu
lands is an instance of Robinson’s ‘hungry listening’, a settler practice of gathering
Indigenous sonic practices, materials, and knowledge without respecting protocols
and in disregard of Indigenous sovereignty. Robinson, Hungry Listening.
25	Le Jeune, Relation de…1634, pp. 82–83.
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had notches along its length, one for each song sung by Carigonan and
his associates. As a mnemonic aid, the stick seems to have allowed the
woman who used it to keep track of which songs had been sung and
where the singers were in the long ceremony. I think it is fair to think of
this woman’s use of the song stick (following Levine) as a form of music
writing.26
This does not mean, however, that the Innu woman’s use of the song
stick resembled the musical notation that European observers used to
transcribe Indigenous singing, or even Le Jeune’s own habitual use of
a notebook or erasable tablet in the field. Beverley Diamond contrasts
this kind of Indigenous song record with the writing practiced by early
modern Europeans, which focused on recording ‘details’ and aimed at
‘fixing’ events in historical time:
The role of print documents created by Euroamericans often fixes things.
Consider, by comparison, such records as Osage or Omaha ‘song counting
sticks’, Haudenosaunee Condolence canes, Passamaquoddy Wampum
Records, Navajo jish, or Anishnabe ‘song scrolls’. They record historical
practices in order not to establish a record for posterity but to perpetuate
practice by stimulating memory. They do not describe details but include
images that, in an abbreviated form, symbolize processes of receiving
knowledge (through dreams, for instance), relationships, or ritual forms,
the substance of which is kept only in living tradition. […] They serve as
mnemonic aids in performance situations, thus not fixing but enabling
the renewal and re-performance of historical reference points.27

Similarly, the stick that Mestigoït’s band used seems to have tracked
the sound of voices and drums and helped guide the ritual performers
through the cycle of songs across a long performance. In this, it mediated
the performers’ listening, and it may also have enabled — in Diamond’s
words — ‘the renewal and re-performance of historical reference points’
in the band’s past.
Listening to participants’ listening in ceremonial settings was a
fixture of the Jesuits’ early field reports in Nitassinan and Wendake
26	Levine, ed., Writing American Indian Music, pp. 157–158, xxvii–xxx; and Drew
Lopenzina, Red Ink: Native Americans Picking Up the Pen in the Colonial Period (Albany:
SUNY Press, 2012), pp. 47–63.
27	Beverley Diamond, ‘Native American Ways of (Music) History’, in The Cambridge
History of World Music, ed. by Philip V. Bohlman (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2014), pp. 155–180 (p. 171).
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(Wendat territory), and the priests paid careful attention to the media
used in ceremonies while trying to determine their purpose and
meaning. This was an interested scrutiny, of course, as the Jesuits were
known for their readiness to adapt their evangelizing methods to local
languages, artistic cultures, and media. (The adaptive process ran in
the other direction, as well, as missionized groups often integrated
aspects of the Jesuits’ teachings, music among them, into existing sacred
knowledge and performance.) Whatever the impetus in this case, by the
mid-1640s Innu and other Algonkin Christians were using traditional
writing technologies, including song record sticks, as aids in Catholic
devotion and worship.
In the 1640s, the Jesuits largely relinquished the work of evangelizing
Innu bands to baptized part-time residents of the mission villages along
the St. Lawrence.28 Jerome Lalemant’s letter in the Relation of 1645 and
1646 reports that baptized Innus at the mission of Tadoussac had begun
adapting French Catholic practices for themselves by the spring of 1646,
and some of them used record sticks and bark writing as mnemonic aids
for confession. Either Tadoussac Innus or the priest also adapted their
record stick technology for use by baptized band leaders during their
seasonal hunting journeys. Each of the three bands received five ‘books’,
as the Jesuits put it, recording key Catholic teachings and practices: ‘The
Father, needing to depart from these good neophytes, left them five
books or five chapters of a book made in their way; these books were
no other than five sticks variously fashioned, in which they are to read
what the Father has persistently taught them’.29
Of special interest for musicologists is the third stick, which
apparently worked much like the song stick used in Carigonan’s
condolence ceremony of November, 1634:
The third is a red stick, on which is written that which they must do
on Sundays and Feasts, how they must all assemble in a big cabin, hold
public prayers, sing cantiques spirituels, and above all, listen to him who
will keep these books or these sticks, and who will interpret them for the
whole assembly.
28	Clair, ‘“Seeing These Good Souls”’, 284–285.
29	Jerome Lalemant, Relation de ce qui s’est passé de plus remarquable [en l]es Missions
des Pères de la Compagnie de Jesus, en la Nouvelle France, [l]es années 1645 et 1646….
(Paris: Sebastian Cramoisy and Gabriel Cramoisy, 1647), pp. 109, 115, https://
www.canadiana.ca/view/oocihm.44703/3?r=0&s=1
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The band leaders kept the sticks and presented them periodically, perhaps
to recall the relationship established with the Jesuits at Tadoussac:
It is a truly innocent pleasure to see these new preachers hold these
books or these sticks in one hand, pull one out with the other [hand],
and present it to their audience with these words: ‘Behold the stick or
the Massinahigan’, that is to say, ‘the book of superstitions, it is our Father
who has written it himself. He tells you that it is only the priests who
can say mass and hear confessions, that our drums, our sweats, and our
trembling breasts are inventions of the manitou or of the bad demon who
wants to deceive us’, and likewise with all those other wooden books,
which serve them as well as the most gilded volumes of a Royal Library.30

It is hard to tell from this account how or why the band leaders used the
adapted record sticks, including the third stick for Catholic prayers and
songs. Perhaps the Jesuits did indeed appropriate Algonkin record stick
technology for their own purposes, as Lalemant’s report suggests. Or
perhaps they followed the lead of baptized Tadoussac Innus who had
already adapted record sticks for their own use.
Regardless of who initiated this usage and why, two things are clear.
First, the Innu leaders’ use of the record sticks likely meant something
quite different to their bands than to the priests, who brought a
fundamentally French perspective on religious books and authority.
If, as I think is likely, the leaders’ record stick recitation drew Catholic
practices into an Innu spiritual and diplomatic orbit, band members
would also presumably have listened and participated in familiar ways.
This includes habits of mediated listening, with song record sticks,
inculcated across generations of ceremonial practice.
Other scenes of listening and exchange in Le Jeune’s earlier Relations
hint at features of Innu acoustemologies that endured into the twentieth
century. For example, the 1634 report paraphrases a conversation in
which his hosts were surprised that the Jesuit did not pay attention to
or give credence to dreams, in which other-than-human persons could
appear to them and share knowledge and practices, including songs.
As he put it, ‘Our Savages asked me nearly every morning, did you not
dream of Beavers, or of Moose when you were sleeping? and when they
saw that I ridiculed dreams, they were astonished, and asked me what do

30	Lalemant, Relation de…1645 et 1646, p. 117.
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you believe in, then, if you do not believe in your dreams?’.31 As Diamond
and other ethnomusicologists have noted, listening to dreams was and is
a fundamentally important Innu way of living in nutshimit; and it is also
a source of songs (nikamuna), accompanied with the snare-strung frame
drum called the teueikan.32 Le Jeune’s failure to do so was astonishing
to Mestigoït’s kin, and they rejected his explanation as nonsensical, in
another instance of refusal. Responding to the Jesuit’s assertion that he
believed in the God ‘who made everything’, they reportedly said, ‘you
are out of your mind. How can you believe in him if you have not seen
him?’ (probably meaning, ‘seen him in your dreams’).33
As for listening to the French, Le Jeune reports that they compared
the priests’ singing to bird song: ‘They say we imitate the chirping
of birds in our songs, which they do not disapprove, as nearly all of
them take pleasure when they sing or hear others sing; and despite my
telling them that I understood nothing about it, they often invited me
to chant some air or prayer’.34 This story suggests that Mestigoït’s family
members listened with ears accustomed to enjoying and interpreting
song created by both human and other-than-human persons, such as
birds. It also indicates the value they placed on ‘responsible reciprocity’,
here in inviting the priest to join them in singing, by exchanging songs.35
One of Mestigoït’s favorite songs apparently voiced this core social
value of reciprocity and mutual accountability, repeating a three-word
text (‘Kaie, nir, khigatoutaouim’) that Le Jeune translated as, ‘and you
will also do something for me’.36
The scenes documented in the Relations suggest various modes of
listening habitual to Innu hunters, shamans, healers, diplomats, and
ceremonial participants, some of which were highly skilled while others
were more casual. However, some commonalities do emerge. The Innu
people who interacted with missionaries seem to have listened in ways
attuned to the immanent world, to dreams, and to communication with
human and other-than-human persons. Shared values like reciprocity
informed listening norms and protocols, and ingrained, locally
31	Le Jeune, Relation de…1634, pp. 63–64.
32	Diamond et al., Visions of Sound, p. 190.
33	Le Jeune, Relation de…1634, p. 64.
34	Ibid., p. 65.
35	Morrison, Solidarity of Kin, p. 121.
36	Le Jeune, Relation de…1634, p. 65
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grounded listening habits and knowledges proved resilient in the face
of priests’ efforts to change them.
In contrast, the missionaries’ listening has been described as
inquisitorial, and it reflected a distinctly Jesuit attitude of enchanted
skepticism, weighing sensory evidence with a bias toward natural
explanations but an openness to the supernatural.37 As I show in the
next section, this mode of listening, which pervades the Relations of
the 1630s and 1640s, aimed at determining the fundamental reality of
sound and song and assigning it a Christian moral value. Unlike their
professional counterparts (Innu ritual leaders and healers), Jesuit
missionaries sought to extract rationalist knowledge of what they heard,
and they or their superiors worked to use this knowledge in support of
conversion and colonization.

Jesuit Acoustemology in Nitassinan
Returning to the shaking tent ceremony of 1633, discussed above, the
difference between Le Jeune’s listening and that of his hosts is striking,
and it has much to tell us about the ceremony as a ‘zone of [sonic]
engagement’. ‘I was seated like the others’, he wrote, ‘observing this
fine mystery, forbidden to speak: but as I had never promised them
obedience, I did not hold back from saying a little something to the
contrary’.38 His refusal to respect his host’s protocol asking for his silence
was, even in a non-ceremonial setting, a violation of the Innu ethic of
reciprocal respect and obligation as the basis for good relations. In a
ceremonial context, it amounted to an attempt at desecration.
If Le Jeune’s listening made little sense in the context of Innu
protocols, it did faithfully reflect French Jesuit ways of listening to and
interpreting sound, especially in ritual settings. The missionary’s aural
habits, and the knowledge he drew from listening, were shaped early

37	This follows Guy Laflèche, ‘Le Chamanisme des Amérindiens et des missionnaires
de la Nouvelle France’, Sciences religieuses/Studies in Religion, 9.2 (1980), 137–160,
https://doi.org/10.1177/000842988000900203; Peter A. Goddard, ‘The Devil in New
France: Jesuit Demonology, 1611–50’, The Canadian Historical Review, 78 (1997),
40–62, https://doi.org/10.3138/chr.78.1.40; and Pierre Berthiaume, ‘Paul Le Jeune
ou le missionnaire possédé’, Voix et Images, 23.3 (1998), 529–543.
38	Le Jeune, Relation de…1634, pp. 50–51.
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on by his preparatory training in Catholic theology and philosophy.39
He came to the priesthood as a teenage convert from Calvinism, and it
is possible that this Huguenot upbringing also informed his outlook on
song and its significance. However, more immediately relevant in the
1630s, when Le Jeune penned his field reports, was his Jesuit colleagues’
involvement in possession cases in France and in the foreign missions.40
Indeed, Le Jeune’s inquisitorial approach to sound and song in his 1630s
reports would have been familiar to French readers from the period’s
possession literature — most recently, the sensational reports out of
Loudun of the Ursuline Jeanne des Anges’ demonic affliction.41 There,
exorcists, including the Jesuit Jean-Joseph Surin, engaged in spiritual
combat with the Christian devil by listening carefully to demoniacs’
speech and song, evaluating it for signs of diabolical presence, and by
chanting the rite of exorcism in return.
This is not to suggest that Le Jeune heard diabolical influence at
every turn, even in shamanic chants and songs. On the contrary, his
reports stress his empirical and skeptical orientation. The 1634 Relation
was the first of the Jesuits’ North American field reports written with
publication in mind, and Le Jeune’s preface takes care to underline the
empirical basis for his account, including his ear-witness:
Everything that I will say regarding the Savages I either saw with my
own eyes or I drew from the mouths of those of this country, namely
from an old man well versed in their doctrine and from many others with
whom I passed a little less than six months, following them in the woods
so as to learn their language.42

39	On Le Jeune’s biography, see Réal Ouellet and Alain Beaulieu, ‘Avant-propos’, in
Rhétorique et conquête missionnaire: Le Jésuite Paul Lejeune, ed. by Réal Ouellet (Sillery:
Editions du Septentrion, 1993), pp. 12–22.
40	On possession cases in France, see Michel De Certeau, The Possession at Loudun
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996); and Sarah Ferber, Demonic Possession
and Exorcism in Early Modern France (New York: Routledge, 2004). On the sonic and
aural aspects of possession cases, see Olivia Bloechl, Native American Song at the
Frontiers of Early Modern Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), pp.
58–79.
41	Pierre Berthiaume emphasizes the similarities between Le Jeune’s inquisitorial
interactions with Innu shamans and the Loudun possession chronicles in ‘Paul Le
Jeune ou le missionnaire possédé’.
42	Le Jeune, Relation de…1634, p. 3.
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In addition to emphasizing the empirical, Le Jeune often practiced a
skeptical listening, as when he accused Innu shaking tent specialists of
‘counterfeiting’ the voices that participants heard emanating from the
tent.
Still, if his listening was skeptical, it was not disenchanted. He often
speculated whether the vocal and physical wonders he witnessed in
shaking tent and other trance practices were in ‘fact’ inspired by the
Christian devil. This enchanted skepticism was in keeping with Jesuit
responses to vocal trance performance (as in possession) in European
contexts, but it took on new significance in the context of colonial
missionization, where religious reform and land dispossession went
hand-in-hand.
The Jesuits’ efforts to convert Innu people depended in part on
inciting them to cultivate an orthodox Catholic aurality in themselves.
This aim was biblically authorized, as Le Jeune himself pointed out.
‘Fides ex auditu’, he wrote in 1633 to his superior in Paris, ‘Faith enters by
hearing’.43 As he would have anticipated, educated French readers of the
popular printed Relations would have automatically filled in the second
half of the verse that Le Jeune quoted: ‘ergo fides ex auditu auditus autem
per verbum Christi’ (‘therefore faith enters by hearing, but hearing by
the word of God’).44 Transforming hearing (‘auditus’) through scripture
was a fundamental aim, because the Jesuits knew from their experience
in other missions that the human sensorium could be a matrix of right
understanding, as well as a portal for what they derided as superstition.
One of the key changes the priests sought was to weaken communities’
attachment to their own healers and ritual leaders, and they encouraged
skeptical listening in traditional rites. In the mission towns, this effort
seems to have partly succeeded: Le Jeune reported, in the 1638 Relation,
‘the sorcerers and jugglers have lost so much of their credit that they no
longer blow upon any sick person, nor beat their drums, except perhaps
at night, or in isolated places, but no longer in our presence’.45 Other
43	Le Jeune, Relation de ce qui s’est passé en la
(Paris: Sebastien Cramoisy, 1634), p. 115,
oocihm.18296/3?r=0&s=1
44	Vulgate, Romans 10:17.
45	Le Jeune, Relation de ce qui s’est passé en la
(Rouen: Jean le Boulenger, 1638), p. 222,
oocihm.36491/3?r=0&s=1

Nouvelle France, en l’année 1633…
https://www.canadiana.ca/view/
Nouvelle France, en l’année 1638…
https://www.canadiana.ca/view/
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factors contributed to the public abandonment of traditional rituals in
mission towns, especially the higher death rate due to epidemics and
intensified warfare; but the priests’ relentless campaign against Innu
peoples’ own sovereign sensorium took its toll.
For his part, Le Jeune often expressed pleasure in witnessing the
fruits of this labor, particularly in hearing Innu, Algonkin, or Wendat
neophytes singing Catholic music. The seminaries that the Jesuits
established in the late 1630s taught children to sing basic Catholic
prayers in their own languages, following the practice established in
earlier missions in Japan and Paraguay.46 With the Innu children who
visited the Jesuit residence in Quebec in 1633, Le Jeune used a catechism
and translations of Latin prayers that he made in collaboration with his
Innu language teacher, Pierre-Antoine Pastedechouan:
After the departure of my teacher, I gathered up and arranged in order a
part of what he had taught me […]. I began to compose something in the
way of a Catechism, or on the principles of the faith. Taking my paper in
hand, I began to call a few children by ringing a little bell. I have them
say the Pater, the Ave, and the Credo in their language […]. We finish with
a Pater noster that I have composed almost in rhyme, in their language,
which I have them sing; and, in conclusion, I have each one of them given
a bowlful of peas, which they enjoy very much. When there are many of
them, I give only to those who have answered well. It is a pleasure to hear
them sing in the woods what they have learned.47

Aural pleasure is not perhaps what we think of in mission settings, but its
expression (in Catholic performance settings) is as common across the

46	See Paul-André Dubois, De l’Oreille au cœur: Naissance du chant religieux en langues
amérindiennes dans les missions de Nouvelles-France, 1600–1650 (Sillery, Quebec:
Septentrion, 1997); John Koegel, ‘Spanish and French Mission Music in Colonial
North America’, Journal of the Royal Musical Associatio, 126. 1 (2001), 1–53, https://
doi.org/10.1093/jrma/126.1.1; Olivia Bloechl, ‘The Pedagogy of Polyphony in
Gabriel Sagard’s Histoire du Canada’, The Journal of Musicology, 22.3 (2005),
365–411, https://doi.org/10.1525/jm.2005.22.3.365; David R. M. Irving, ‘Music
in the Global Jesuit Missions, 1540–1773’, in The Oxford Handbook of the Jesuits,
ed. by Ines G. Zupanov (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), https://doi.
org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780190639631.013.23; and Olivia Bloechl, ‘Music in the
Early Colonial World’ and ‘Case Study 2: The Catholic Mission to Japan, 1549–1614’,
in The Cambridge History of Sixteenth-Century Music, ed. by Iain Fenlon and Richard
Wistreich (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019), pp. 128–155 and 163–
175, https://doi.org/10.1017/9780511675874.006
47	Le Jeune, Relation de…1633, pp. 110–112.
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Relations as expressions of the priests’ displeasure at hearing traditional
singing and drumming.
One of the more striking accounts is in the 1637 Relation, where
Le Jeune appreciated the sound of young Wendat (Huron) and Innu
catechists singing in services alongside the French in Quebec, sometimes
in multiple languages at once:
It is a sweet confusion to hear them sing publicly in our Chapel the
symbol of the Apostles [the Credo] in their language. Now, in order to
encourage them more, our French sing a strophe of it in our language,
then the seminarians another in Huron, and then all together sing a
third, each in his language with a lovely agreement. This pleased them
so much that they make this holy and sacred song resound everywhere;
they are also made to respond publicly to the questions of the catechism,
in order to ground them well and establish their faith. I have heard the
French, the Montagnais, and the Hurons sing all together the articles of
our belief, and although they use three languages, they agree so nicely
that it is a great pleasure to hear them.48

If the missionary was correct, the pleasure at these alternatim
performances of the Credo was widely shared, so much so that the
Wendat catechists sang it for pleasure outside of services. Inculcating
enjoyment of Catholic singing was the positive counterpart to the
missionaries’ discouragement of traditional singing and its pleasures.
But it is the missionary’s own pleasure in listening that emerges again
and again in passages like this, tinged at times with a sense of wonder.
This is a discursive trope of the Relations, to be sure, yet Le Jeune
was also unusually attuned to music and sound in his reports. There is
every reason to suppose that when he or his editors described his aural
pleasure in Indigenous Catholic song, this was grounded in genuine
evangelical enjoyment based in field experience. However, it was also
shared with French readers in the published Relations for devotional
purposes, as an ‘affective script’ for imagined sensory experience like
those published by French Jesuits in meditative literature of the period
(including the Affectus Amantis by a Jesuit missionary to Wendake,

48	Paul Le Jeune, Relation de ce qui s’est passé en la Nouvelle France en l’année 1637
(Rouen: Jean le Boulenger, 1638), pp. 199–200, https://www.canadiana.ca/view/
oocihm.50858/3?r=0&s=1
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Pierre Chastellain).49 As a French reader in France or Quebec, imagining
oneself listening in Le Jeune’s place was in keeping with the pedagogy
of the senses that the Jesuits pursued on multiple fronts.
However, learning to listen like a Catholic in Nitassinan or Wendake
may have involved a more drastic transformation, depending on the
extent to which individuals adapted Catholic aural habits to their
accustomed ones. From the perspective of a locally grounded Innu
acoustemology, French Jesuit practices of listening to and writing down
songs and their meanings, in notebooks and tablets, were profoundly
alien: alphabetic, analytical, skeptical… hungry.

Singing and Hearing as Zones of Colonial Engagement
I cannot stop thinking about the Innu and Wendat children Le Jeune
described singing and hearing themselves sing Catholic songs. Maybe
it is because I read his reports from the missions’ early years knowing
something of the subsequent horrors of Canada’s residential schools for
First Nations and Métis children (1831–1996), many of which were run
by the Church.50 Ultimately, it is not possible to verify mission reports
of Indigenous affective experience, especially at such a remove, but
knowing what we do of the centuries since, it is worth approaching
such reports with caution. It is entirely plausible, for instance, that the
children who visited the Jesuits’ house in 1633 enjoyed learning to sing
the Pater, as the priest wrote; yet they were also probably driven by
hunger (that ‘bowlful of peas’).
‘The body is in many ways the most intimate colony, as well as the
most unruly’.51 What does emerge clearly from the Jesuit reports is a sense
49	Pierre Chastellain, Affectus Amantis Christum seu Exercitium amoris erga Dominum
Jesum (Paris: D. Bechet, 1648). On Jesuit ‘affective scripts’, including Chastellain’s
book, see Jennifer Hillman, ‘Internal Theater and Emotional Scripts in French
Jesuit Meditative Literature’, in Affective and Emotional Economies in Medieval and
Early Modern Europe, ed. by Andreea Marculescu and Charles-Louis Morand
Métivier (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), pp. 143–163, https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-3-319-60669-9_8
50	For a list of residential schools in Quebec province, see Christopher Curtis, “Quebec’s
Residential Schools”, Montreal Gazette, 25 April 2013. See also Colin Samson, A Way
of Life That Does Not Exist: Canada and the Extinguishment of the Innu (London: Verso,
2003), 156–84.
51	Ballantyne and Burton, ‘Postscript’, p. 406.
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of multiple projects converging on these young people’s singing and
listening, as well as that of their elders. The priests targeted catechists’
singing and listening for reform, limiting their performance of their
own songs and enforcing discipline with corporal punishment that Innu
people found abhorrent. Those relatives who sent children to the priests
did so for multiple reasons: to dispose of orphans, for diplomacy, for
feeding and sheltering, and to have them taught the priests’ language
and religion. Their sensory formation, including hearing, was just one
component of their training. But the Relations’ persistent attention to
Indigenous listening, singing, drumming, and dancing underlines the
salience of the body as a zone of colonial engagement, as well as the
body’s ambiguity as a site of colonial control. The priests’ attempts to
train the children’s singing and listening bodies was colonial in effect;
yet the children and their relatives also engaged them in this training
for reasons that were outside the priests’ control or even, possibly, their
understanding.
What is illuminating in Ballantyne and Burton’s call to take ‘the
body as method’, in the context of this volume, is its valuation of
bodied sonic experience (and the understanding this yields) as a site
where colonial or other globalizing processes hit home, and at a deep
level.52 While postcolonial historians and theorists have long noted the
importance of bodily processes for colonial ones, world historians have
not conventionally worked with the visceral, sensory, subjective, or
meaning-making aspects of large-scale phenomena like missionization
and colonialization. Nor have Indigenous and women’s histories been
centered in most world histories, with some exceptions. Global historians
like Ballantyne, Burton, Ken Coates, and Merry Wiesner-Hanks have
been pressing for this for some time, in part by taking stock of archives
and repositories of memory, like bodies and their knowledges, that their
discipline had not considered important.
52	Ibid., p. 407. See Kathleen Canning, ‘The Body as Method? Reflections on the Place
of the Body in Gender History’, Gender and History, 11.3 (1999), 499–513, https://
doi.org/10.1111/1468-0424.00159. For an introduction to the large literature on
‘connectedness’ and ‘entanglement’ in world history, see Fernandez-Armesto, with
Benjamin Sacks, ‘Networks, Interactions, and Connective History’, in A Companion
to World History, ed. by Douglas Northrup (Oxford: Wiley Blackwell, 2012), pp.
303–320, https://doi.org/10.1002/9781118305492.ch20. I explore these processes in
the context of global music history, in Olivia Bloechl, ‘Music in the Early Colonial
World’.
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Among other things, they note, the body’s ideological usefulness for
colonial powers has tended ‘to exclude from view the very real stories
[…] that it has to tell’.53 Music scholars are used to dealing with what
people do with their bodies in music-making and listening, though
historical musicologists have relied mostly on textual and other material
sources in studying the distant past. For musicologists working on the
early modern period, one of the challenges is that the usual sources for
early Canadian music history (mission reports and correspondence,
catechisms, prayer and hymnbooks in Indigenous languages) are heavily
invested in depicting Indigenous people’s bodies singing or listening
in prescribed ways, although they do transmit information about
actual, non-ideal sonic embodiment that can be read and re-purposed
critically. Paying closer, critical attention to traces of embodied life in
these sources is one way of listening past what their authors wanted us
to hear, for other embedded histories. This includes histories involving
Indigenous women and girls as agents, such as the shaking tent specialist
who warned her audience against relocation, or the song keeper who
protected sacred knowledge in the 1634 condolence ceremony.
Reading against the grain in this way is important, and by now it is
a standby tactic of postcolonial music history, although centering body
practices and knowledges is not. Even more important is starting from
the premise of Indigenous sovereignty and agency when using colonial
sources, especially those dealing with unconquered peoples and
unceded lands. Innu bands interacted with missionaries in ways that
were effectively sovereign, although they did not conceive of it in those
terms. In just one example of cultural sovereignty, Innu Christians like
Pastedechouan were integral to translating Latin and French songs and
prayers for communal use, and from parallel cases in later missions we
can presume that their own sense of the sacred and aesthetic preferences
shaped this corpus.54 Sovereignty, self-determination, and ‘generative
refusal’ are also principles of the analytical frames we bring to histories
of music in Native/European interactions, because these remain guiding

53	Ballantyne and Burton, ‘Postscript’, p. 407.
54	Diamond et al., Visions of Sound, p. 191. On Algonkian-speaking Christians in the
eighteenth century, see Tracy Neal Leavelle, The Catholic Calumet: Colonial Conversions
in French and Indian North America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2012), https://doi.org/10.9783/9780812207040
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principles of many First Nations’ struggles with ongoing Canadian and
U.S. colonization today.
What can we learn, then, by taking bodied practices and knowledges
of the early modern past as starting points for global music history?
What stories do they distinctively have to tell? For myself, I can say that
starting with Innu and French bodies and body knowledges in this essay
has brought out the intimate worldliness of sonic interactions in the
French missions, even after having worked with this archive for nearly
two decades. Centering bodily experience of hearing and sounding has
also led me to a stronger sense of the actors’ groundedness in particular
environments and situations, and the dependence of their meaningmaking on those factors.
Read carefully and with an ear for what they do not say, early mission
archives like these do sometimes hold evidence of past interactions in
which Indigenous acoustemologies successfully confronted colonial
projects aimed at subalternizing their sonic ways of being, making,
and knowing. I offer this study, then, as a portrait of Innu refusal and
survival in the long-ago, early colonial past, in the hope that it may in
some way further decolonial resurgence work in the present.

